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Abstract

A special feature of spaces with urban character is the phenomenon of exclusion, which
refers both to the space and the community, causing deformation and the disappearance
of the unity of the urban structure as a whole. Spatial segregation processes – resulting
from social polarization – causes low–income or marginalized groups lack of access to a
high–quality urban space. Excluded spaces have become a constant component of visual
reality in which gated communities, guarded buildings, or corporation complexes have
divided the urban fabric, and in opposition to the city, are capturing more and more
spaces.
The result of the appearance of the excluded spaces is the lack of the right to the city for
all its inhabitants. Foresaid lack deprives the participant of the possibility of observation
and penetration the urban structure, which further deepens the sense of alienation. In such
spatial conditions the longing for re–evoking the idea of a sustainable city is born. The
essence is therefore an insightful diagnosis of the impact of uncontrolled processes
shaping the urban structure deepening segregation and exclusion from the urban space.
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1. Introduction
The phenomenon of exclusion of space is defined as spatial segregation
processes resulting from social polarization. The impact of uncontrolled processes
deepens the segregation and exclusion from the urban space.
Spatial exclusion distinguishes itself with the lack of clear physical borders with
simultaneous strong psychological boundary in the form of fear of that very space. What
follows up is a physical dissolution visible in space in the shape of an increasingly
deteriorating condition of buildings and infrastructure, an excess of eyesore and the
feeling of greyness. Spatial exclusion as a result of complex disintegration of urban space
deprives humans of the possibility of relocation and 'escaping'. Social disintegration is
manifested in the lack of identification with space, the disappearance of social bonds and
identity. This space gets forgotten by the 'others' and drifts to be forgotten by its own
inhabitants. The question which derives from these conditions is: who is the city for?
The urban environment can be perceived as a system of elements relevant for its users
and its cognition is impossible without the knowledge of the users (Bańka, 2002). The
impact of area obviously affects the lives and the development of the humans. Thus, the
exclusion means the inability of unit identification both with respect to other members
of the community as well as to the space.
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Wright created the idea of urbanity as a way of social life, which in most everyday
contacts, interpersonal in modern cities, is impersonal. Today, the city is not only a part
of society in general, but an expression of the nature of a larger social system and the
factors of shaping the system (Giddens, 2012). The very definition evolves in social
consciousness, not as a physical space, but as a kind of symbol or character of recording
of the urban space. The space undergoes very deep transformations, requiring its new
definition. The new definition focuses on the dematerialization of the concept, where the
social networking opportunities are independent of the form of the space by finding its
place in virtual space. Spaces excluded are the areas not created by any community. Such
sites are devoid of identification and identity. Erosion of space, its gradual though visible
atrophy and deformation, as elementary urban structures is a fundamental threat to the
development of modern cities.
The exclusion is seen today as a social phenomenon contributing to the alienation
between individuals. On the other hand, it shows from behind the scenes the play roles
in the community of the modern city. Life in the big city deprives people of a sense of
personal identity and uniqueness.
The exclusion has several dimensions. The first dimension relates to an individual-the
individual is excluded if none is not interested in him/her, no one sees them. The next
dimension involves social groups which, because of their distinct features (material,
cultural, class, racial, etc..) were isolated or isolate themselves. Another dimension
includes space (gated communities), which was isolated from the urban tissue or 'no one's
spaces', which are characterized by poor social control.

2. Factors
Anonymity

In the era of globalization, the crisis of the modern city is connected with the non
uniform expanding into the urban tissue and the development of modern social
institutions conducive to the development of modern urban anonymity. It is a highly
developed modern society, created through the emergence of once modern institutions,
and it is characterized by unprecedented growth and development of tradition, which
melts and questions the established order of all customs and traditions (World YOUTH
Report). The main consequence of this momentum is the particular interaction or non–
interaction at all with people, and the way of functioning in everyday life.
There are some who chose a big city to live in because this specific case is a positive side
of the phenomena of the anonymity. It seems that large cities offer anonymity, which,
however, turns into a profound alienation and loneliness.

Readability

Readability of the city structure refers to the basic principles of urban design. Today the
process of shaping urban space is far from original ideas and assumptions based on a
universal code, understood by all users of the space. Readability of the city, as defined by
Kevin Lynch (2011), is the ease with which you can quickly identify a given space, district
or larger area, forming a coherent whole at the same time. Today the legibility of the city
comes down to the form the virtual map, while real symbols are hidden behind the walls
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of billboards, advertisements and displays. Lack of clarity leads to chaos in the urban
space, to the disappearance of the city structure, which loses its shape, spilling out into
the suburbs.

Identity

The anonymity of modern urban structures is an everyday part of our reality, in which
everything starts to look like anything. In such an environment, there appears irresistible
longing to restore sites that would link to the tradition of 'genius loci'. The question of the
identity of the place and its contemporary definition has become a subject of great
interest in recent years, both because of the lack of clarity and a certain abstractness of
the concept itself. Today, the idea of the identity of the place can be explained on the
basis of a metaphor whose meaning changes with the change of context. Every place is a
complex system which reveals the relationship between space and the recipient, where
the identity is expressed in relation to this space. It exists only when we can open up
ourselves and see the values stemming from different contexts – historical, esthetic, and
religious. Thanks to human efforts and activity it is possible to reveal the identity of the
place. “Essentially the experience of space requires our activity”(Gutowski, 2007). The French
architect Jean Nouvel said: “Every time I try to find the missing piece of the puzzle, the right
building in the right place”, for whom there exists no leading universal style and who defines
context in a very broad sense, covering many aspects such as culture, location and
function. It is not about the mythological ‘magic place’ but about the creation of places
that are friendly and close to people, places people can identify with.

3. How the city space may impact on individual’s action?
The impact of the urban environment on life and the way humans behave is
indisputable. As an outstanding urban sociologist Robert Park wrote “if the city is the world
created by man, it is also a world in which he is forced to live from now on. In this way, indirectly and
without full awareness of the essence of his view, by forming the city a man transformed himself too”
(Harvey, 2012). Therefore, it is not possible for urban space, the space of the city not to
affect relationships and social behavior. Moreover, in an era of increasing urban
population or even overcrowding and unbridled growth the impact of urban space is
becoming increasingly significant.
Spaces excluded are characterized by the loss of the relationship human-human and
human-space. This is accompanied by the loss of identity and anonymity which in turn
leads to the fall of the community that is the foundation of the social structure of the
city. Exclusion of space is expressed in the physical division of the city into pieces –
puzzles, which, however, do not represent the whole complex picture of the city. The
result is the emergence of new spatial structures as Edge City (Garreau, 1992),
metropolises sucking in smaller structures or overwhelming urbanization of rural areas.

Public space

The key space in the city are public areas, common and available to all by their
definition. But in times of ongoing computerization and new technologies, the concept
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of public
p
space beggins to function not as a physical agora conceivved by Aristotlee but is
placeed in virtual spaace as a virtual agora.
a
Publlic spaces functiion as a medium
m of communicaation in so far aas messages are carried
throuugh communicaation in those spaces. They aree arguably one o
of the oldest forrms of
meddia. “We are convinnced that since eachh medium of commuunication leaves itss mark upon us by altering
our institutions,
i
personnal attitudes and values,
v
that this shift
s
from public sp
space to private pllace and
mediaa non–place interaactions will likewisee alter our attitudees and values, partiicularly with respecct to our
sense of civic engagementt and communitariianism” (Gumperrt, Drucker, 20001).
The decreasing sizee of the commo
on spaces in the cities, which are the main meeting
m
w another man
n contributes to
o the disappearaance of
placees and places off relationship with
thesee relationships and
a the ‘fall of public man’ (Baumaan, 2000).

4. Types
T
of exclud
ded space
Therre are four main
n types of excludded spaces:
1.
Non-places, expressed by shopping
s
malls and
a their close ssurroundings, suubways,
conssumption spacess, bus or tramp stops,
s
2.
Out of spacce, reflected by: illusion space, virtual
v
space or ddigital space,
Hidden spaace like space no
ot accessible for general view, lim
mited availabilityy space,
3.
‘ghettto for the rich’,
Involution space,
4.
s
that charaacterize slums, neglected
n
spaces or hot spot spaces.

4.1.

Non–placees

A sp
pecial feature of
o modern citiees are uncontro
olled spatial pro
ocesses shaping urban
struccture in incom
mprehensible an
nd unreadable way, thus deepening the sen
nse of
excluusion.
Form
med non-place (Augé,
(
1995), sp
paces that despiite being filled uup with people remain
r
unreeadable. The in
ncrease of spacees serving onlyy the movemen
nt of people, suuch as
statio
ons, airports, suubway stations or
o supermarketss, are a continuo
ous transformattion of
the city
c and the birtth of a new urb
banity of kineticc society where space does not count,
onlyy the time it takkes to cover it. These sites are characterized b
by uniformity th
hrough
d
not identifyy any group with
h. Such
standdardization and homogeneity off space, which does
placees do not have a relationship with
w a particular characteristic of urban tissue an
nd can
funcction anywhere. The versatility of
o these sites deeprives them off their authenticiity and
diverrsity. The non–p
places have not anyone's social structures, peop
ple are a part off them,
but do
d not affect theeir shape in any way, playing thee role of guests o
or passers.

F
Fig.1.
Properties of
o non-places.
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Non–places as real forms influence the perception and reception of space generated in
the minds of its users. The method of its formation and its specific nature – hurry and
wait at the same time, clearly affects humans. A number of stimuli makes humans not
able to read it or they read it without understanding and the additional mass of
information in the form of ads, billboards causes distortion.
Non–places have their own specified geometric dimension, defined by the spatial forms.
But they lack the history, experience of continuity and identity built by individual factors
relating to specific objects or social groups, some cultural code. As the antithesis places
however are ‘real measure of our times’ (Augé, 1995).
E. Relph (1976) claimed that, with mass communication, and increasingly ubiquitous
high technology, places become more and more similar, so that locations lose a
distinctive ‘sense of place’. With increased personal mobility, people are said to identify
themselves less with one place; the pull of the home town is slackening. This view is
contested; it might be that some meanings are lost as places become increasingly
homogenized (similar new architecture, the same chain stores, and so on), but that new
meanings are gained (Myhew, 2013).

4.2.

Out of space

Dematerialization of the space of the city began to be an expressive process where, by
breaking down the impression of materiality of buildings, which reflects the
surroundings and by means of screens and interactive sensors placed on buildings, the
virtual world is entering the reality of cities. In areas traditionally valued as a space of
symbolic and historical character of cities, the digital world sneaks into, devoid of the
sense of locality and celebrating transnational media hype and the consequent delocation
of urban space.
Contemporary urban structure is revolutionized by the technical–information solution
where there is a mutual relationship between the flow of physical and virtual structures.
The illusion of space refers to the urban space filled with glass buildings where windows
reflect both themselves and pedestrians, strollers and passengers of the buses. The space
created by the repetition of illusion takes the journey of the viewer–passer confused by
the lack of coherence and fragmentation of that space. It seems to say, ‘everything is an
image’ or ‘there is no window’ – at the same time (Rewers, 2005).
An expression of the creation of such space is the virtuality of the city, which arises as a
result of:
•
medial extension of the traditional 'polis', which is reflected in the network, such
as the ATMs or traffic cameras,
•
city completely formed in the electronic space such as displays of cities
presented on the Internet, a virtual city created in computer games, in which participants
lead a parallel life with a new identity in an unreal city,
•
dematerialization process of space.
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Fig..2. Properties of ouut of space.

Source: Marta Szejejnfeld

he rhetoric of th
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Urbaan space uses th
the city
c becomes th
he address of thee page on the In
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Virillio, in his definition of space, points
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n
idea of space
s
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4.3.

Hidden sp
pace

Resuult of urban sp
prawl is also asssociated with the more extreeme forms of spatial
segreegation – a gro
owing number of
o gated commuunities in the w
within urban areeas and
outsiide. These sp
paces contributte to the excluusion process uunderstood as spatial
excluusion relating to
o the communiities living in isolated districts because of thee social
statuute of their residdents, but also to
t other isolated
d communities aand understood as the
excluusion of space that
t
applies to the
t places which
h, by virtue of belonging to a certain
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olated from the town.

Fig..3. Properties of hiddden space.

Source: Marta SSzejnfeld
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Divviding the urbaan tissue, in opp
position to the city absorbs b
bigger and biggeer areas,
resuulting in loss of the urban structture as a whole.

4.44.

Involution
on space

The danger of thiis phenomenon has been recoggnized in the report of the Euuropean
he future of Euro
opean cities, wh
here they state: ““during the currentt economic
Commission on th
turm
moil, in which the financial
f
crisis has already had a seriious impact on empployment and publiic budgets,
we need to mobilize all
a forces to limit the
t negative conseqquences for the mosst vulnerable sociaal groups”
C, 2011).
(EC
The physical enviro
onment and soccial environmentt will be subjectt to the phenom
menon of
deeepening degraddation. The ph
hysical environment of space undergoing a slow
desstruction at the absence of opp
position or coun
nteraction again
nst this process leads to
thee disappearancee of ties betweeen the inhabittants of the aarea, namely, th
he local
com
mmunity. Negleected space beccomes an excluuding, alien, spaace. Residents of such
spaace, if possible, often
o
seek to mo
ove to another place
p
(Wilson, K
Kettling, 1982).

Fig
g.4. Properties of involution
i
space.

Source: Marta Szejnfeld
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seekk to move to ano
other location as far as possiblee. This space is forgotten by strrangers
w
to be forggotten by its inh
habitants.
and wants

5. New
N model of city
c
ontrollable proccess of
Negaative effects of spatial segregattion are closely related to unco
‘spill–
l–over’ of cities – exurbanization
n. The process of deepening exxclusion is grow
wing in
Euro
ope, and the dyn
namics of these changes
c
is acceleerating.
The compact structture of the setttlement structurre constitutes an
n important baasis for
nable utilization of resources. Itt can be achieveed by means of spatial
effecctive and sustain
planning and urban development, which,
w
through a thorough con
ntrol of the avaiilability
b
plots and speculativve building prrojects preventts a disordered city
of building
deveelopment (Leipzig Charter, 20077).

Fig..5. Exurbanization vs Exlusion.

Sourcce: Marta Szejnfeld

Moddern society, created by the insttitutions shapingg it, is characteriized by unprecedented
dynaamic growth and
a
the degreee of challengingg the traditionaally established order.
Acco
ording to Antho
ony Giddens (20012) modern wo
orld is running aw
way, not only th
he pace
of ch
hange is incomp
parably weaker than in the casse of any prior system, but also
o their
unpaaralleled range and
a dramatic effe
fect it has on soccial practices. Th
he consequence of this
rate is the impact on
n people and theeir way of functio
oning in everydaay life.

6. Right
R
to the cityy
The feeling of excluusion in the city is closely assocciated with the cconcept of the right
r
to
c
Ewa Reweers (2005) writess that the postm
modern city belo
ongs no longer only
o to
the city.
inhabitants but also
o to strangers. Strangers
S
are in majority and reesidents “feel incrreasingly
a
alienaated in their own city, pushed aside – by investors from all over the worrld, not knowing anything
aboutt their existence annd not asking abouut their opinion, by multinational corpporations taking ouut entire
distriicts and reselling thhem. […] Who has the right to post-ppolis?”.
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The perception of space is related to the problem described by Hall (2002), which refers
to the impact of the density of the spatial structures associated with the uncontrolled
growth of urbanization and density of ontogenesis. This means that after a certain level
of population density in a particular area, the changes in physiology that manifest
themselves in violent and aggressive behavior get intensified. Overcrowding creates
situations of inability to maintain ontogenetic dissonance, which is characterized by
instability of a balance between being in a group and alone. In too large population
centers density in relation to the spatial structure causes the appearance of a series of
behavior such as aggression, harassment and withdrawal reactions. They contribute
simultaneously to creating the structure of the city, which is closely linked to the notion
of exclusion.
Devastated, abandoned and forgotten environment in which it operates in any
dimension of the local community, will be a constitutive element of the theory of broken
windows.

7. Summary
Contemporary urban space is the work of both users and structures. The new
concept of localism is no longer associated with a statistically understood area or place.
New localism is produced by a stream of – users and structures, consisting of
cosmopolitan locations. In the era of globalization, the crisis of the modern city is
associated with the expansion of the urban tissue and the development of modern
institutions. Spatial and social structure of the city are not isolated places-a new urban
form is marked by an unprecedented fragmentation. The fragmentation is based on the
increasing isolation and separation of closely related to the segregation according to the
criteria of race, class, ethnic, gender, lifestyle, income, etc..
Changes are global, one
cannot, therefore, pay no attention to the ever – widening differences, which result in a
progressive process of exclusion. Socio–spatial exclusion requires a common strategy
based firstly on social integration, especially the near – neighborhood, secondly
redefining the importance of public–private space in the city. “Revisiting spatial barriers and
promoting accessibility and more spatial freedom can therefore be the way spatial planning can contribute
to promoting social integration” (Madanipour, 2011).
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